The surface deformation field measured at volcanic domes provides insights into the effects of magmatic processes, gravity-and gas-driven processes, and the development and distribution of internal dome structures. Here we study short-term dome deformation associated with earthquakes at Mount St. Helens, recorded by a permanent optical camera and seismic monitoring network. We use Digital Image Correlation (DIC) to compute the displacement field between successive images and compare the results to the occurrence and characteristics of seismic events during a 6 week period of dome growth in 2006. The results reveal that dome growth at Mount St. Helens was repeatedly interrupted by short-term meter-scale downward displacements at the dome surface, which were associated in time with low-frequency, large-magnitude seismic events followed by a tremor-like signal. The tremor was only recorded by the seismic stations closest to the dome. We find a correlation between the magnitudes of the camera-derived displacements and the spectral amplitudes of the associated tremor. We use the DIC results from two cameras and a high-resolution topographic model to derive full 3-D displacement maps, which reveals internal dome structures and the effect of the seismic activity on daily surface velocities. We postulate that the tremor is recording the gravity-driven response of the upper dome due to mechanical collapse or depressurization and fault-controlled slumping. Our results highlight the different scales and structural expressions during growth and disintegration of lava domes and the relationships between seismic and deformation signals.
Introduction

Overview
Andesitic and dacitic lava domes are viscous bodies of lava extruded in the summit region or the flank of a volcano over periods of days to decades. Structural instabilities and resulting collapses can lead to far-reaching debris avalanches and pyroclastic flows [Voight, 2000] and pose a significant hazard for the surrounding population.
The internal structure of a lava dome also has a strong impact on the eruptive process. In particular, the development of shear bands and their propagation into the dome is a key process controlling transitions between endogenous and exogenous styles of dome growth [Hale and Wadge, 2008] . Substantial morphological and structural changes may also be strongly dependent on the parameters governing the eruption, such as variations in the supply rate and magma rheology [Husain et al., 2014] .
Deformation monitoring at dome-building volcanoes may allow resolving the presence of long-term internal dome structures [Beauducel et al., 2006; James and Varley, 2012; Salzer et al., 2014] which are critical for numerical modeling [Hale et al., 2009] . However, these signals are mixed with many other processes associated with dome growth that may lead to deformation over a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. For example, internal pressurization of the lava dome may have large effects on the development of an eruption [Sparks, 1997] but may also lead to deformation due to the repeated sealing of gas pathways on timescales of minutes [Johnson et al., 2014 ] to days or weeks [Ichihara et al., 2013; Matthews et al., 1997] . Experimental data Over prolonged periods, the seismic data were marked by shallow, often regular and repetitive small long-period (LP) earthquakes, also called "drumbeats" due to their repetitive behavior. Occasionally, larger M >1 earthquakes were also recorded, as well as higher-frequency volcano-tectonic earthquakes and volcanic tremor [Moran et al., 2008b; Thelen et al., 2008] . The rate of the larger earthquakes varied but were recorded between three and seven times per day in the summer months of 2006.
The larger events and the drumbeats shared some similarities in source depth, seismic frequencies, and the characteristics of the associated infrasound signals [Matoza et al., 2009; Moran et al., 2008b] . This may suggest a common source mechanism for the smaller LP earthquakes and the larger events, with the main difference being only the event magnitude. Thus, the models proposed for the generation of the drumbeat seismicity have also been applied to the larger earthquakes at Mount St. Helens [Kendrick et al., 2012; Waite et al., 2008] .
The mechanisms that have been suggested as possible sources for the drumbeat seismicity and the larger earthquakes at Mount St. Helens fall into two main categories [Chouet and Matoza, 2013] : on the one hand, brittle fracture and stick-slip behavior controlled by friction at the conduit wall [Iverson et al., 2006; Kendrick et al., 2012 Kendrick et al., , 2014 and, on the other hand, interactions with the hydrothermal system, resulting in the repeated sealing and pressurization of a steam-filled crack beneath the crater floor [Waite et al., 2008; Matoza et al., 2009 Matoza et al., , 2015 .
The possible association of seismicity with stick-slip and episodic changes in the extrusion behavior of the plug as suggested by Iverson et al. [2006] led to various attempts to measure short-term deformation at Mount St. Helens, including the installation of a tiltmeter network [Anderson et al., 2010] and a high-resolution camera aimed at capturing exclusively the motion of features on the exhumed conduit fault. Deformation associated with the earthquakes could not be identified in the camera data; however, some of the larger events showed permanent offsets in the tiltmeters [Anderson et al., 2010] . Messerich et al. [2008] . Locations of the cameras (Sugarbowl, Brutus, and South Rim) are shown in orange and the seismometers (SEP, NED and RAFT) in yellow. The seismic stations HSR, JUN, SHW and STD are located outside the area covered by this map, their directions and distances to the crater are indicated with yellow arrows. The approximate extent of the crater glacier is shaded in blue; the area covered in Figure 10 is marked by the dashed red box.
Seismicity and Deformation at Mount St. Helens
Here we systematically analyze optical camera data from Mount St. Helens collected over a 6 week period in the summer of 2006. We use modern image correlation techniques and a new approach that allows the extraction of 3-D displacements from multiple camera perspectives, based on reprojecting pixel displacement fields on a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) [James et al., 2006 [James et al., , 2016 . This study focuses on the identification and quantification of short-term pixel displacements and the seismicity, exploring their relationship in time and magnitude. We integrate data from multiple cameras into a common reference frame and systematically compare high-resolution measurements of displacements to seismic data. Our results provide new insights into the internal mechanics of dome growth at Mount St. Helens and the origin of the processes underlying the seismic signals.
Data
Seismic Network
The seismic data used in this study were collected by the University of Washington Pacific Northwest Seismic Network and the USGS Cascades Volcano Observatory. We use predominantly the stations RAFT and SEP, accelerometers located close to the dome, as well as the short-period seismic station HSR located at a distance of 3 km (Figure 1) . Data from the short-period seismometers SEP, SHW, and JUN, the accelerometer NED, and the broadband station STD were also considered. The accelerometers and short-period seismometers had a sample rate of 100 Hz, while STD was sampled at 50 Hz and has a sensitivity down to 60 s.
Camera Network
The images used in this study were acquired by Olympus C30-30 digital cameras installed by the USGS Cascades Volcano Observatory (CVO) as part of the remote camera monitoring system Major et al., , 2009 . The perspectives of the dome that the three cameras offer are shown in Figure 2 . The Brutus and Sugarbowl cameras viewed the dome from similar directions, while the South Rim camera was installed on the opposite side of the dome. The different viewing directions of the cameras allow a relatively complete coverage of the dome, comparisons between observations, and a detailed record of observed pixel displacements for linking to seismicity.
The temporal resolution of our deformation measurements is dependent on the frequency of the image acquisitions. At Mount St. Helens, the cameras were acquiring images at regular intervals ranging from every 15min to 1h, depending on the camera setup. Additionally, the temporal resolution of our measurements is affected by visibility and time of the day, since images where the dome is obscured by clouds or strongly overexposed have to be discarded. Naturally, images taken during the night cannot be used.
The spatial resolution of our deformation measurements is dependent on the pixel size reprojected on the dome surface, which varies with the camera setup (zoom and image resolution), distance, and orientation to the target. The images used here had a resolution of 1280 × 960 pixels. For pixels projected onto an orthogonal surface at the distance of the dome, the footprints were calculated to be around 70 cm for Sugarbowl and 35 cm for Brutus using calibration targets captured at close range [Major et al., 2009] . No such published calibration is available for the South Rim camera. Considering the sensor specifications, distance to the dome, focal length, and image resolution, we calculate an approximate pixel footprint of 38 cm.
The cameras were set to a higher resolution (2048 × 1536 pixels) toward the end of July. Of the events included in the systematic study (see Table 1 ), only two (Events No. 41 and 42) were acquired with the higher resolution. For consistency, they were resampled prior to the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) analysis.
Methods
Digital Image Correlation
DIC is a computational method used to calculate the 2-D displacement field between two successive images [Pan et al., 2009] . In the case presented here, the method relies on naturally occurring intensity patterns visible on the rough surface of the dome. The images are first converted to a 2-D matrix of intensity values and coregistered at subpixel level using a reference area outside the deforming area (e.g., on the crater wall or the 1980s dome). The images are then divided into a grid of discretized overlapping subregions (see Pan et al. [2009] and section 3.2). For each subregion, the displacements relative to the reference image are calculated by optimizing a fast Fourier transform-based cross-correlation function. We use the StrainMaster package developed by LaVision, which allows for multiple sequential passes with decreasing window sizes and varying amounts of overlap, which iteratively improves the displacement calculations for each subregion. Erroneous displacement vectors are removed based on their low correlation values as well as median filtering [Westerweel, 1994] . Under ideal conditions, DIC can allow displacement calculations with an accuracy of a fraction of a pixel [Pan et al., 2009] .
DIC has become a common remote sensing tool for measuring deformation using terrestrial optical camera systems in a wide range of settings, including volcanoes [James et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2008; Walter, 2011; Walter et al., 2013b] , landslides [Travelletti et al., 2012] , and glaciers [Rosenau et al., 2013; James et al., 2016] , taking advantage of the low cost, easy hardware installation, and its flexibility concerning temporal and spatial resolution. In particular, DIC offers the possibility of measuring displacements at variable time resolutions, covering both the slower and regular displacements as well as short-term deformation as expected during an earthquake, which makes it a good tool to study deformation at volcanic domes.
Database Compilation
Due to the overall good weather and availability of data from multiple cameras, we chose a period between the end of June and end of July 2006 for this study. During this time period, earthquakes consisted of two types: small-amplitude earthquakes occurring at rates of two or more per minute and larger-amplitude earthquakes (M>1) that occur approximately three to four times per day. The earthquakes of interest were initially identified based on a threshold of 150 counts (∼11 μm/s, assuming a flat response) in the HSR records, which adequately distinguished the larger earthquakes from the smaller drumbeat earthquakes. HSR was used, despite being at a distance of 3 km to the dome, since it was easy to identify the stronger earthquakes above the background noise of that station, while the stations close to the dome contained many types of seismic signals associated with dome growth (i.e., rockfalls, drumbeat earthquakes, etc.). Apart from a few exceptions (e.g., Event No. 13 or 31 in Table 1 ), most of the events we identify can also be found in the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network catalogue.
Out of the list of picked events, only those occurring during daylight (approximately 11:30am to 04:30am (of the following day) UTC) were considered. The image database was then explored to identify those events where data are available from the South Rim and Brutus cameras, since these cameras offered the highest resolution on the dome surface. The images bracketing the seismic event were then analyzed using DIC. The size of the correlation windows used in the DIC varied between 12 and 24 pixels, depending on the amplitude of the pixel displacements to maximize the quality of the DIC result. Adjacent widows overlapped by 75%, yielding pixel displacement fields of up to 320 by 427 vectors.
An event was considered to show no dome displacement only when images from both the South Rim and Brutus cameras were available and the DIC results from both cameras showed no displacement. In order for an event to qualify as showing deformation, a clear signal from one camera would suffice ( Figure 3 ).
The clarity of the DIC-derived displacement fields varies between image pairs. Three types of noise may be observed in the DIC results: random noise (the displacement vectors being randomly oriented), spatially correlated noise (identical displacements of neighboring pixels over a larger area), and correlation failing due to changes in the surface pattern (i.e., detachment of material by rockfalls or an internal reorganization of the clasts). When the correlation is poor, the displacement vectors corresponding to those areas of the image do not pass the sequential quality control in the processing software where we discard vectors with low correlation values or large deviation from their neighbors. Therefore, no displacements can be extracted in those parts of the image.
The amount of random and spatially correlated noise depends mainly on the light conditions and the amount of time elapsed between the images and may also occur if an image is disturbed by haze. Furthermore, images acquired at different lens apertures may lead to apparent pixel displacements due to lens distortions. We minimize this noise by using image pairs which are optically consistent. In some cases this requires skipping one image in the acquisition sequence, therefore increasing the temporal baseline between the images to be correlated. However, in order to restrict the contribution of the regular dome extrusion to the pixel displacements related to the earthquakes, we only allow for a maximum interval of 2h between images.
In general, displacements below 0.4 pixel are discarded as noise, which roughly corresponds to the mean 2h pixel displacements we derived from daily images (supporting information Figure S1 ). Image pairs with high levels of noise (correlated, random, or due to low correlation) were discarded as inconclusive. Overall, 50-60% of the initially picked 66 seismic events occurring between 25 June and 11 July were excluded from further analysis. 
Calculation of Mean Pixel Displacement and Spectral Amplitudes
Following the above routine, we compiled a catalogue of events which were either clearly associated or not associated with detected pixel displacements (Table 1) . For the events associated with displacements, a polygon mask was applied manually to the displacement fields to enclose the area affected by displacements, excluding the sky and other areas lying in the background. From within the polygon, all vectors with magnitudes smaller than the noise threshold were removed. The remaining vectors were then used to calculate the average pixel displacement amplitude and the pixel area affected by displacements.
Subsequently, we analyzed the seismic records of the events associated with displacements for their power spectra and mean spectral amplitudes as a measure for seismic energy release. When the high-amplitude earthquake is followed by tremor, we may separate the leading earthquake from the tremor by considering different spectral bands. For the leading earthquake, peak frequencies were between 1 and 5 Hz, and thus, we calculated the mean of the amplitude of the fast Fourier transform within that band. Similarly, the energy of the tremor was localized between 5 and 20 Hz, and we used that range to calculate the mean spectral amplitude of the tremor. This analysis was performed for the stations SEP and RAFT; however, the data from RAFT were most complete during the time period of our study and thus preferred for comparison with mean pixel displacements. Due to the limited dynamic range of the instruments, the signals of the leading earthquake may clip, in particular in the stations close to the dome. However, the signal is well behaved during the tremor phase, which is the focus of this paper.
Calculation of 3-D Displacements
The fixed cameras record a two-dimensional and unidirectional field of view. When the target is viewed from similar perspectives, a stereo-matching approach can be applied to enable the DIC-derived displacement fields to be converted from image space (pixels) into 3-D space. However, this can rarely be done in natural settings, since suitable locations for camera installations which enable efficient stereo matching are rare. Also, larger viewing angles between cameras are generally preferred to enhance coverage, whereas smaller angles are needed for stereo matching. Despite the Sugarbowl and Brutus cameras covering similar areas of the dome, the angle between them is still too large to extract full 3-D displacement fields using a stereo-matching DIC approach. Manual identification of individual features on the dome can enable some 3-D deformation to be extracted from multiple camera images [Major et al., 2009] , but this sacrifices the high spatial resolution DIC offers.
Instead, we develop a new technique that allows 3-D deformation maps to be determined from DIC analyses of multiple cameras when stereo matching fails. The approach is based on reprojection on a high-quality DEM [James et al., 2016] and results in 3-D displacements calculated for those areas of the DEM which are covered by the DIC-derived displacement fields from two (or more) cameras. First, the orientation of the Sugarbowl and Brutus cameras is determined by aligning them to the DEM. To identify the areas on the dome which are visible from both cameras, we reproject the image points representing each Sugarbowl camera pixel onto the triangulated DEM, to derive their 3-D coordinates. Any of these 3-D points that are not visible in the Brutus camera are then discarded. For the remaining points, their equivalent displaced image positions are determined from the DIC results for both cameras and are then reprojected. This results in two rays for each displaced point, so that displaced 3-D coordinates can be derived by ray intersection. Thus, the displaced 3-D point coordinates are not derived directly by reprojecting onto the DEM surface. We determine the 3-D displacement vectors by the difference between the original 3-D points and their displaced equivalents.
Due to the rapidly changing topography of the Mount St. Helens dome, we can only calculate reliable 3-D maps for events that occurred close to the time when a DEM was acquired. For other times, the lack of an accurate DEM of the dome surface would result in unknown and systematic error in the reprojection and intersection calculations. The DEM acquisition that is closest to the period studied was on 18 August 2006 [Messerich et al., 2008] . A significant seismic event associated with deformation of the dome occurred the following day, making it an ideal candidate for the 3-D displacement calculation. Furthermore, we can use the image data of the days surrounding the DEM acquisition to calculate the daily 3-D surface displacements and the effect of the seismic event on the measured dome velocities.
DIC Time Series
In order to detect any rapid changes occurring on the dome in the absence of a seismic signal, we perform a DIC analysis of the camera data independently of our seismic catalogue. We processed all the July 2006 data from the Brutus and South Rim cameras at 30min to 1h image intervals using DIC and visually inspected the pixel displacement fields for short-term deformation on the dome. We note that this analysis is incomplete, since the image sequence was interrupted by periods of no visibility. However, several hundred hours of useful camera imagery were examined.
Results
Our analysis revealed the repeated occurrence of pixel displacements in the camera imagery related to the seismic events in our catalogue. Out of the 42 seismic events included in this study, 25 were found to be associated with measurable displacements on the dome (Table 1) . Based on the DIC time series (section 3.5), we did not detect any short-term pixel displacements on the dome in the absence of seismic seismic events.
We will first describe the differences in the seismic records between the events associated with displacements and those that were not. We then describe the DIC results of the coseismic displacements in detail and the relationships between the seismic and deformation signals. Finally, we will present the results of the 3-D calculations for the event on 19 August 2006.
Seismicity: Differences Between Events
The analysis of the seismic data showed strong differences between the events associated with pixel displacements and those that were not. Table 1 (no  displacements) and No. 1, 3, 6, and 9 (with displacements). The corresponding waveforms are displayed in supporting information Figure S2 .
Power Spectral Density
The power spectral density (PSD) of events showing displacements had a lower frequency signature when directly compared to events without displacements at the same seismic station (Figure 4 ). The differences appear stronger in the data from station HSR (Figure 4a ) than in those from SEP (Figure 4b ). This may be due to the greater distance of the station HSR to the dome and the stronger attenuation of the higher frequencies with greater distance. At HSR, the events associated with pixel displacements show a strong component around 1 Hz, similar to the lowfrequency events described in Horton et al. [2008] and Moran et al. [2008b] .
The seismic signals of events that did not show any displacements in the camera imagery (plotted in brown in Figures 4a and 4b) had higher-frequency signatures, lacking the peak at around 1 Hz, and were more similar to the tectonic events described in Horton et al. [2008] .
Occurrence of Tremor
The events showing pixel displacements in the camera imagery were all followed by a prominent broadband tremor-like signal ( Figure 5 ), which started between 10 and 40 s after the onset of the main event. Many of these events also had relatively large amplitudes, although several small events were also associated with pixel displacements (e.g., Events No. 11 and No. 13 in Table 1 ). The tremor itself is of high frequency and only visible in the seismic records from stations located in immediate proximity to the dome (Figure 6 ), suggesting a surface source with poor seismic coupling, such as a slumping or a rockfall. The duration of the tremor ranges from around 1min to several minutes long. In some cases, events lacking displacements were also followed by tremors ( Figure 7) ; however, it was considerably weaker than the tremor observed during the events with displacements.
DIC Results
Our study falls into a period of active dome extrusion. When analyzing images on a daily basis, the displacement fields are characterized by upward and lateral displacements in the camera fields of view (see supporting information Figure S1 ). When displacements occur in association with seismic events, however, the DIC results show only downward displacements, in some cases with a lateral component. Figure 5 (right column) shows the pixel displacement fields from the Brutus and South Rim cameras for two selected events. (Events No. 9 and No. 11) . The background colors show the amplitude of the displacement vectors in pixels, and the arrows show the direction of the displacements in the camera field of view.
The displacements on the dome are clearly visible from both camera perspectives. Their amplitude generally increases toward the center of the area affected by the displacements, reaching maximum amplitudes which exceed 1.5 pixels. The pixel displacements observed from South Rim are generally larger than those observed from Brutus. During Event No. 9, the area affected by displacements in the Brutus camera is approximately 80m across, with displacement amplitudes of around 40 cm; however, an appropriate conversion from pixels to meters and resolving the full 3-D displacement field is only possible when applying our new method (section 4.4). Table 1 ) and (right column) the associated pixel displacements calculated from Brutus and South Rim images. The arrow corresponds to 100 cm of displacement along a projected surface at the distance of the dome. Due to the proximity of the station to the dome the signal in the initial phase may clip; however, we note a concentration of low-frequency energy at the beginning of the event and the strong broadband tremor following the main earthquake.
The DIC displacement fields show two distinguishable areas of differential motion of the dome. One area is located around the top of the dome, well visible from South Rim, but often also from Brutus. Pixel displacements in the central areas of the dome are observed in both events in Figure 5 .
The second area is located laterally, toward the right side of the Brutus images (north), involving more of the talus apron. This area is not visible from the South Rim camera and appears as a triangular surface in the Brutus displacement fields. The first event in Figure 5 also shows displacements in this region, which has been labeled as lateral ("L") region.
Most of the events we analyze in this study show displacements in the central region of the dome; only five involve the L region. These were indicated with footnote c in Table 1 . During some events (e.g., Events No. 9 and No. 37), both the central dome and the lateral area would show displacements. Other events would only be associated with displacements in the L region but not in the central dome (e.g., Events No. 6 and No. 26).
We note that all the displacements we observed occurred within the dome in the area behind the exposed edge of the dome that represented the exhumed conduit fault (visible as the smooth surface in the images). None of the events presented here showed any pixel displacements on the smooth or striated surface of the fault. Table 1 . Labels are approximate distances from the source.
The DIC results of events lacking displacements only involved uncorrelated noise, usually below the level of 0.4 pixel (Figure 7) . No measurable and coherent displacements on the dome were observed to be associated with any of the higher-frequency events-even the larger-amplitude events or events followed by tremor. However, all lower frequency events for which suitable images were available were associated with displacements.
Spectral Amplitude Relationships
We calculate the mean spectral amplitudes of the leading earthquake and the tremor and the mean displacements in the Brutus and South Rim cameras following the method described in section 3.3 in order to evaluate possible links between the causative processes.
Earthquake and Tremor Spectral Amplitudes
We observe no clear relationship between the average spectral amplitudes of the leading earthquake and the average spectral amplitude of the subsequent tremor (Figure 8 ). Using the camera data, we can distinguish between events which only show displacements in the central dome region (plotted in blue) and those involving displacements in the L region (plotted in red). We note that the two largest earthquakes analyzed in this study (Events No. 37 and No. 42) were associated with displacements in the L region. However, they were not associated with particularly strong tremor (red outliers in Figure 8 ). Also, relatively small leading earthquakes may be associated with very strong tremor if the displacements occur only in the central area of the dome (blue outliers in Figure 8 ).
We interpret this result as the generation of the tremor being mechanically different, depending on which area of the dome is affected by the displacements. The 3-D calculations (section 4.4) show that displacements in the L region have an overall smaller vertical component when compared to the central areas of the dome. Events affecting the central region of the dome show a wider range of tremor amplitudes, including high-amplitude tremor. Differences in the efficiency of generating high-amplitude tremor may be due to a shallower dip on an underlying fault plane or due to temperature-dependent rheological differences resulting from the larger distance of the L region to the hot dome core. Due to the different behavior behind the tremor generation in the L region and the central regions, we only consider events with displacements occurring exclusively in the central dome area for the comparison between spectral amplitudes and pixel displacements.
Mean Displacements and Spectral Amplitudes
We compare the mean displacements visible in the South Rim and Brutus cameras to the average spectral values of the leading earthquakes and the subsequent tremor for each event (Figure 9 ). This analysis reveals an apparently linear relationship between the mean pixel displacement magnitude at the South Rim camera and the mean tremor spectral amplitudes. The R-square values for a linear fit (plotted in red in Figure 9 ) are considerably lower for the Brutus camera, possibly reflecting a lower signal-to-noise ratio due to the orientation of the surface of the upper central dome relative to the camera, which gives a smaller pixel footprint.
The loose relationship between the amplitudes of the leading earthquake and the tremor (Figure 8 ) leads to similarities in the patterns when plotting either the leading earthquake or tremor spectral amplitudes against the displacements (Figure 9 ). However, in all cases, the scatter is reduced and the R-square values increased when comparing the displacements against the tremor amplitudes (right column) rather than the earthquake amplitudes (left column), suggesting a closer link between the tremor and the displacements.
In the framework of this study we have also calculated the area of pixels affected by displacements, as well as the "area-integrated displacement" by multiplying the pixel area by the mean displacement. However, we found no correlation between these measurements and the spectral amplitudes of the seismic signals. Table 1 ). Similarly to Figure 5 , the signal of the leading earthquake may clip. The events lacking displacements only show weak tremor and no clear concentration of low-frequency content at the event onset when compared to the events with displacements ( Figure 5 ). 
Results of 3-D Calculations
We use a DEM of the crater floor acquired on 18 August [Messerich et al., 2008] and the displacement fields calculated by DIC from two cameras to extract a full 3-D deformation field for an earthquake that occurred on 19 August, the day following the acquisition of the DEM. Due to the need for an accurate DEM and the rapidly changing topography on the crater floor, we could only perform the 3-D calculation for this particular event. Figure 10a shows the details of the seismic signals and the single-camera displacement fields. The spectrogram is similar to those in Figure 5 , albeit the event used in the 3-D calculation was of larger magnitude. The higher-resolution setting of the cameras at the end of July also contributes to the large amplitude of the pixel displacements seen in the Brutus displacement field in Figure 10a when comparing it to those in Figure 5 .
The results of the 3-D displacement calculation in a very close-up view of the dome are shown in perspective view ( Figure 10b ) and plan view (Figure 10c) . The results cover the section of the dome that is visible from both the Sugarbowl and Brutus cameras. Since the perspective of the South Rim camera is not covered by the other cameras, it could not be used for the 3-D displacement calculation. For a larger field of view and orientations of the cameras relative to the dome refer to Figure 1. The displacements during the 19 August event affected a large surface area of the dome. The diameter of the area of the dome that experiences vertical (downward) displacements greater than 40 cm exceeds 150 m. The western limit to the deforming area cannot be constrained due to lack of coverage by both the Brutus and Sugarbowl cameras.
The results of the 3-D analysis highlight the segmented fashion of the dome deformation during the earthquakes described in the previous section and allow estimation of the 3-D coseismic deformation field in very high detail. The displacements within the lateral area previously identified in the Brutus imagery (L region) are characterized by displacements toward the north reaching amplitudes of around 40 cm and vertical displacements of similar amplitudes. These displacements are clearly distinguished from the two areas to the south. The southeastern region (C Br ) displays very large vertical displacements of over 1 m, as well as horizontal displacements toward the NE of amplitudes in the range between 50 and 90 cm. The southwestern area (C SR ) displays mainly vertical displacements of around 40 cm but no horizontal motion.
Within the regions, the magnitude of the vertical displacements as well as the azimuth of the horizontal displacements are almost uniform. The boundary between C Br and C SR is very sharp, and we observe a sudden change of the observed horizontal and vertical surface displacements. The transition between the regions C SR and L is marked by a narrow, east-west oriented feature where neither horizontal nor vertical displacements are visible on the dome surface (Figure 10c ).
Discussion
Our results reveal that the steady dome growth at Mount St. Helens was repeatedly interrupted by downward displacements of the dome reaching magnitudes on the order of a meter over a timescale of minutes. Measurable short-term downward pixel displacements were observed exclusively in combination with the occurrence of low-frequency earthquakes followed by high-frequency tremor. No short-term displacements were detected in the absence of such a seismic event, and all lower frequency seismic events in our database for which imagery is available from both the South Rim and Brutus cameras show pixel displacements as well as tremor. While some of the higher-frequency seismic events are also associated with tremor (e.g., Events No. 2, 8, 12, 27 in Table 1 ), none show displacements, despite some having relatively large seismic amplitudes (e.g., Events No. 2, 10, 15, 30 in Table 1 ). Therefore, our results strongly point toward the generation of the leading low-frequency earthquake, tremor, and dome displacements being linked by a common, repeatable mechanism.
We observe differential motion and strong segmentation into regions or "blocks" limited by narrow, welldefined boundaries suggesting that the shallow deformation is fault controlled. The areas in which displacements are observed are bound by the main conduit faults [Pallister et al., 2013] . Within the deforming area, the segmentation occurs along internal dome structures. Such structures may form at deeper levels, for example, due to the development of shear bands [Hale and Wadge, 2008] , internal stresses imposed by an oblique intrusion [Donnadieu and Merle, 1998 ], or slumping and spreading of a soft underlying material [de Vries et al., 2000] .
Our results suggest that such internal dome structures at Mount St. Helens controlled the deformation during the low-frequency earthquakes.
Rockfalls and the formation of dust-and-ash plumes were frequently observed in association with largemagnitude earthquakes at Mount St. Helens [Moran et al., 2008a] . The frequency content of the tremor signals described in our study is also consistent with slumping or rockfall-like signals [Hibert et al., 2014] , and inspection of the optical data as well as areas of correlation loss in the DIC results show that rockfalls also occurred in some of the events analyzed here and therefore contributed to the seismic signal. However, due to the striking correlation between the mean displacement amplitudes and the mean spectral amplitudes of the tremor, the deformation of the dome appears to be the dominant source. The seismic signals we describe here have not previously been linked to deformation of the dome or the process generating low-frequency seismicity at Mount St. Helens.
Prior to discussing processes that may explain our observations, we briefly describe the main limitations of our work.
Data and Method Limitations 5.1.1. Camera Sampling Frequency and Clock Offset
The exact rate and timing of the displacements relative to the earthquake or tremor signals cannot be resolved, due to the low sampling frequency of the cameras. The presented displacement fields therefore usually cover a period of 20-30min surrounding the earthquake in the South Rim camera and up to 1h in the Brutus camera (Table 1) . However, the duration of the tremor suggests that the displacements occur over a time span of tens of seconds to minutes.
Additionally, exploring the temporal relationship between the tremor and the displacements is complicated by an offset of the internal clock of the South Rim camera. We could constrain this offset to approximately 13min, i.e., the displacements in the imagery from South Rim appear to be delayed relative to the seismic and other camera data. This can be accounted for by choosing an appropriate "later" image pair for the DIC analysis.
Camera Resolution and Coverage
While DIC allows extraction of displacements at a much higher resolution than other methods, it is not sensitive to displacements smaller than 0.4 pixels (approximately 15 cm of displacement along a projected surface orthogonal to the Brutus and South Rim camera views). Also, we lack adequate camera observations from the western side of the crater (Figure 2 ). Despite these limitations, under the working hypothesis that "Larger-amplitude, lower frequency events are associated with displacements, while higher-frequency ones are not," all our samples fulfill this hypothesis. Lack of coverage and resolution does not appear to be an issue. Also, the "DIC time series" analysis (section 3.5) did not reveal any short-term displacements in combination with a tremor-like signal but lacking a leading earthquake. However, we cannot exclude that displacements below the detection threshold occurred.
Considerations for Future Installations
Future camera monitoring systems could be optimized for the detection and quantification of short-term dome deformation. More frequent camera acquisitions could increase the temporal resolution, potentially allowing a better understanding of the dynamics of the deformation process. This may also enable a larger number of events to be analyzed, in particular around dusk and dawn, by reducing the probability that one of the images is in the dark. A higher temporal sampling would also reduce the more subtle changes in the lighting conditions as well as the contribution of "regular" dome growth to the displacement signal and therefore the error in displacement calculations.
If images are acquired more frequently, the accuracy of the camera clocks becomes increasingly critical to constrain the timing of any displacement and its relationship to other high-rate geophysical data sets. Therefore, synchronization of the cameras with a GPS clock should be considered. Furthermore, a larger number of cameras, with greater overlap in the fields of view, as well as more frequent high-resolution DEMs acquired, e.g., from drone or helicopter overflights as routinely done nowadays, would allow 3-D displacement maps to be constructed for more seismic events.
Earthquake and Deformation Processes
In the following section we will discuss processes that may explain our observations. We can group the proposed mechanisms into two kinds:
1. Mechanisms that provide an explanation for both the leading earthquake and the displacements and tremor ("single-step mechanisms") 2. Mechanisms that may explain the dome displacements and the timescale over which they occur but do not have the capacity for accumulating the strain needed to generate the leading earthquake. In these cases, we require a separate (independent) mechanism for the leading earthquake, and the observed displacements and tremor are related to the response of the dome to the passing seismic waves ("two-step mechanisms").
Single-Step Mechanisms 5.2.1.1. Plug Stick Slip
Previous works have proposed that friction between the ascending plug and the conduit margin leads to the buildup of stress, which is released by shear failure during an upward "slip" of the plug during the lowfrequency earthquake [Iverson et al., 2006; Kendrick et al., 2012 Kendrick et al., , 2014 . Kendrick et al. [2012] also applied their model to one of the earthquakes included in this study (Event No. 42 in Table 1 ). According to their calculations, the coseismic slip would correspond to upward displacements of the dome in the range of 0.81 to 3.05 m. For motion occurring along a plane orthogonal to the viewing direction of the Brutus camera, this would correspond to 4 to 12 pixels of displacement, which lies well above our detection threshold of 0.4 pixel. However, we do not observe any upward displacements or large slip on the exhumed fault surface during any of the earthquakes. Our observations therefore do not support the Kendrick et al. [2012] model. Also, the apparent "stalling" of spine 7 in sequences composed of daily images, mentioned by Kendrick et al. [2012] , appears to be not a real decrease in the extrusion velocity of parts of the spine but rather a superposition of the regular (upward) displacements and the coseismic (downward) displacements that occur during large earthquakes (see section 5.4). However, we note that the process described by Kendrick et al. [2012] may be taking place at greater depth, and the magnitude visible at the surface would be reduced if the plug is not rigid or is fractured between the earthquake source location and the dome surface.
Pressurized Crack Collapse
An alternative hypothesis for the LP seismicity at Mount St. Helens involves the repeated pressurization, collapse, and resonance of a steam-filled subhorizontal "crack" [Waite et al., 2008; Matoza and Chouet, 2010; Matoza et al., 2009] . Source mechanisms and locations were derived for earlier events, occurring in 2005. These were found to be dominated by volumetric moment tensor components and originated from a shallow aquifer in the southern area of the crater [Waite et al., 2008; Matoza et al., 2015] . A source process composed of a crack buried at shallow depth and episodically venting into the overlying loosely consolidated material through a network of fractures was also found to reconcile the observed seismic and impulsive infrasound signals [Matoza et al., 2009] .
We found similarities between events presented in our study and the two larger earthquakes studied in Waite et al. [2008] . The events occurring on 2 July 2005 (13:30) and 30 July 2005 (9:34) described by Waite et al. [2008] were both associated with tremor recorded only by the stations closest to the dome and included an initial long-period phase that closely resembles the spectra of the events we analyzed.
The displacements observed in our study are, however, constrained to the central region of the dome. If we apply the model of Waite et al. [2008] to the leading long-period part of the earthquakes, steam or magmatic gas would slowly accumulate and pressurize distinct regions or a network of fractures within the dome, possibly at the discontinuity associated with the crater floor. The low-frequency earthquake is generated as the threshold pressure in the expanding fracture network is exceeded, and the crack or fracture network collapses and degasses through the permeable upper dome. Following the evacuation and pressure drop, the dome pile at the surface collapses gravitationally (Figure 11a ). The displacements observed in the camera data would reflect the structural adjustment of the fractured and loosely consolidated material above the crack to the new conditions, taking place over the duration of the tremor (tens of seconds to minutes). Such a sagging response of the dome to the evacuation of the crack has already been hypothesized by Waite et al. [2008] . We do not observe any inflation related to the slow pressurization and expansion; however, such a signal may be overprinted by the surface displacements related to the regular dome extrusion (section 5.4).
Our observations are, in general, consistent with this model. However, it remains arguable whether the fractured and porous material above the crater floor is capable of retaining a significant volume of gas under pressure. Also, in order to provide a repeatable source for the LP seismicity, a pressurized crack or fracture network located within the dome or conduit would have to be continuously reestablished, as it would otherwise move upward with the dome material. The gravitational load and bending forces resulting from the oblique extrusion may generate the low-frequency earthquake by internally collapsing and impacting on the underlying material. The displacements are accommodated by internal shear faulting and shallow, structurally controlled slumping. Schematic and not to scale.
Mechanical Collapse
One might also consider a third mechanism, where the gravitational collapse is a driving mechanism and may generate both the leading earthquake and the displacements. This hypothesis is based on the gravitational load and the bending forces acting on the dome as it is being extruded at an angle, rather than vertically [Vallance et al., 2008] . Above the solidification depth of around 1 km, the deformation was accommodated by brittle failure rather than viscous flow [Pallister et al., 2013] . The accumulating load would lead to the buildup of stress on internal faults, which is released episodically by an internal breakup of the dome (Figure 11b ).
In contrast to shear fracturing at the conduit margin [Holland et al., 2011; Kendrick et al., 2012] , this mechanism involves shear failure within the dome. While this may be the source for the low-frequency seismicity, the gravitational impact of the overlying dome on the crater floor may also explain the mostly down first motions and volumetric components observed in the seismic data. While it may not be repeatable enough to generate the consistent drumbeat seismicity, this process could operate during the more irregular, larger-magnitude, low-frequency events. It would not require the trapping of gas or steam in a pressurized crack or fracture network and would also be reconcilable with the low gas content of the Mount St. Helens magma .
We cannot constrain whether the fault control that we can distinguish from the surface displacements reflects the upward propagation of the internal shear faults or rather shallow secondary features. Due to the ongoing extrusion and morphological changes, individual structures may not be long lived but instead redevelop in optimal orientations based on the current stress field.
Two-Step Mechanisms
The second class of mechanisms are not capable of generating the leading earthquake, yet they do have the potential for generating the observed surface displacements. The processes we briefly discuss below may act on temporal scales from tens of seconds to days, and displacements may be triggered when the dome material is agitated by the passing seismic waves of an independently generated earthquake.
Outgassing occurs when steam or gas that has separated from the magma rises and escapes to the surface or dissipates into the surrounding host rock, leading to compaction [Ichihara et al., 2013; Matthews et al., 1997] or fracturing at the conduit margin [Holland et al., 2011] . While this may generate larger-magnitude earthquakes as described in section 5.2.1, it may also occur as a consequence of passing seismic waves triggering decompression and depressurization of deeper seated magma below the crater floor level. The gravitational readjustment or the dome pile above the conduit by structurally controlled slumping could explain the surface displacements we observe. However, the 2004-2008 Mount St. Helens dome dacite was notably gas poor and degassed at depth [Pallister et al., , 2013 , with well-established degassing pathways along the conduit margin [Gaunt et al., 2014] . Also, the camera data did not systematically show gas or steam plumes in association with surface displacements.
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Viscous reorganization of the pores by relaxation of the surface tension may lead to densification while retaining high permeability of the magma. The importance of this process increases with smaller-scale pores and may contribute to deformation in particular over timescales of hours to years [Kennedy et al., 2016] . The displacements we observe, however, take place over tens of seconds to minutes and thus fall outside this time frame. Also, the Mount St. Helens magma solidified at a depth of around 1 km below the vent, and above this level, deformation was entirely brittle [Pallister et al., 2013] .
The erupted material thermally contracts and densifies as it cools. Due to the timing of this study, however, we would expect a well-established thermal aureole around the conduit. Also, during the ongoing eruption the cooling magmatic column is constantly being replaced by new material. We can therefore consider the overall temperature gradients to be stable with thermal contraction only playing a minor role in the surface displacements.
In response to seismic shaking, slumping may occur when the unstable material of the dome pile slides downslope along shallow detachment planes or discontinuities, leading to slope-parallel components in the displacements. In general, we may expect a reaccumulation of the material at the bottom of the detachment plane, associated with a decrease in the vertical and an increase in the horizontal components of the displacement vectors. While we do observe slight changes in the components when going downslope in the L and C Br regions (Figure 10 ), we cannot identify any accumulation or bulging at the bottom. However, due to the thin-skinned nature of the process, any accumulation can spread over a large area and occur outside the camera view. Slumping, controlled by shallow structures, is, however, a plausible mechanism, in particular considering the large slope-parallel components of the observed displacements in particular in the L region.
Repacking or settling of the erupted clasts or blocks may be triggered by the leading earthquake, gravitationally consolidating and increasing the static stability of the dome pile. This process decouples the time frame during which displacements occur from when the densification of the blocks takes place; i.e., viscous reorganization or slow outgassing may operate over hours (or even days) between the earthquakes, but the compaction of the pile as a whole occurs during seconds or minutes following the earthquake. In order for DIC to work, however, it is important that the pattern (and thus the relative orientation of the clasts) is stable between the images. If the clasts rotate individually, the pattern would change, reducing the correlation in that area and not allowing the calculation of displacements. Our results show that different areas of internally coherent competent rock move in the same direction, the pattern on the surface remaining the same, rather than loss of correlation due to internal reorganization of the clasts.
Conceptual Model
While some of the processes discussed in section 5.2.2 are tentative and likely to be triggered by seismic shaking, we point out that we do not observe any displacements associated with any of the larger-amplitude high-frequency earthquakes, which also have strong peak accelerations. If triggered outgassing or slow viscous pore reorganization played a significant role, we would expect to observe compaction and displacements accommodated by shallow slumping or settling also in association with the high-frequency events, which is not the case. We recognize that the dome structures may be more sensitive to lower frequency waves that travel along the conduit, producing surface waves and their amplitudes being enhanced [Neuberg et al., 2000] . However, we favor a conceptual model that unifies all our observations.
We believe that our results leave room for various interpretations but propose that structurally controlled disintegration of the upper dome by faulting and slumping, as shown in Figure 11b , plays a dominant role.
Degassing from a steam-filled fracture network at the crater floor level, as proposed by previous authors, is also possible, the displacements we observe being the integrated result of the gravitational response, albeit some questions remain open. Furthermore, combinations of these mechanisms (e.g., internal faulting opening pathways for gas propagation) also appear plausible. In either case, the potential contribution of gravity-driven dome deformation to the seismic and infrasound signals should be evaluated and considered in future studies.
Dome Extrusion Dynamics
The occurrence of seismic events linked to dome deformation has a strong effect on the measured daily extrusion velocities. We apply the 3-D method to calculate the surface displacements over 24 h. Since the pixel displacements need to be reprojected on the DEM, a good match between the images and the topography can only be obtained for the days surrounding the DEM acquisition on 18 August (section 3.4). Figure 12 shows the 3-D surface displacements over three time frames. Figure 12a shows 24 h of "regular" dome extrusion between 17 and 18 August, during which no larger-magnitude, lower frequency events occurred. The displacements are marked by upward extrusion and translation toward the west and northwest, with the vertical components in the dome area reaching around half a meter, and horizontal components up to 1.5 m. Sudden gradients in direction and rate of displacements are indicative for partition of motion along internal dome faults.
The second time frame (Figure 12b ) also covers 24 h but includes the large-magnitude seismic event from 19 August described in section 4.4. The short-term displacements during this event are also shown (Figure 12c , "Coseismic"). The displacements associated with the earthquake compensate for the regular growth in the central spine and significantly alter the 24 h displacement field.
Modern methods of volcano monitoring are increasingly providing high-rate observations of deformation at volcanic domes. However, when reaching a temporal resolution on the order of days, the displacements resulting from contributions from structural modifications and gravity-driven deformation may overprint or even dominate over any changes originating from processes such as variations in the injection rate of magmatic material or in the friction on the conduit faults. Isolating the relative contributions of these processes to measured dome deformation should be considered in future dynamic and kinematic studies and for better constraining experimental and computational models of dome extrusion.
Conclusions
Our systematic study of digital camera imagery of dome growth at Mount St. Helens in combination with the seismicity reveals that large-magnitude, low-frequency earthquakes were associated with strong vertical and downslope displacements of the upper dome material and a tremor-like signal, sometimes over several minutes long. The amplitudes of the tremor strongly correlate with the amplitudes of the observed displacements.
We demonstrate that these displacements occur only in combination with the low-frequency earthquakes and the tremor. This points toward a common underlying mechanism producing these three signals. We propose that the deformation we observe reflects the gravity-driven response of the dome to stresses imposed by the inclined extrusion or to depressurization. The tremor-like signal, recording the displacements of the dome, was observed only in the closest seismic stations. The proximity of the monitoring instruments to the dome is therefore critical for the investigation and correct interpretation of such shallow volcanic signals.
We successfully applied our new method to derive the 3-D displacement fields associated with one seismic event and for two 24 h periods. The results show that the regular upward dome growth at Mount St. Helens was occasionally offset by coseismic downward displacements of the order of a meter, which significantly affected the calculated daily velocities.
Our 3-D approach also reveals the internal dome structures activated during the events. The existence, location, and distribution of structural discontinuities such as the ones found in this study are of high relevance for numerical and experimental modeling, as they strongly influence the stress distribution within the
